
More than 5000 exhibits from around the world

More than 5000 exhibits from around the world can already be viewed in the website 
www.MyViMu. These include real gems; for example, a collection of military patches and 
another of coins from all continents; pieces of German WW2 military equipment; models cars; 
collections of postcards depicting a variety of places; and collectible cards attached to Polish 
products from the interwar period.

“In less than 2 years of the website operation we have succeeded in accumulating a 
considerable number of various collections”, says Damian Czerniewicz, director of the Virtual 
Museum “curators”. “Many of them are presented to a wider audience for the very first time”. 
We are so glad collectors have chosen no other website than MyViMu.com”.

Individual collectors are not the only ones to establish their own virtual museums; 
communities associated with towns and institutions follow suit as well. In the “Hall 
216” one will find memorabilia associated with the Military Geographical Service, and the 
Gostynin Enthusiasts’ Forum members display materials promoting their town.

“In a basement I have recently found a collection of postcards depicting the city of Gdańsk 
from the 1970’s. Many people are keen on the history of their region or area; I do believe that 
sharing such finds with others is the right thing to do” – these are words of encouragement 
from Mr Topa. Dwellers of other towns follow suit – memorabilia and souvenirs from Leszno, 
Gostynin and Krotoszyn can also be viewed in the Virtual Museum.

Information on the website MyViMu.com

MyViMu.com enables collectors to easily and quickly set up their own “virtual museum”, where 
they can present their amazing collections.

The website My Virtual Museum has been established with the aim of uniting collecting 
enthusiasts, collectible hunters and all those out there with a passion for getting and keeping 
all sorts of stuff. A virtual world has been created where memories are brought back to life, 
and dusted off collections begin to radiate a shine again. Long-buried secrets are finally 
brought to light, and the exhibits arranged on virtual shelves appear to be real gems.

The website My Virtual Museum includes numerous exhibition spaces developed by its users. 
Each collector is free to establish their own virtual museum; upload photos of exhibits; and 
describe and organise their exhibits in collections. Virtual museums can be visited 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, with no restrictions.

For more details contact:

marketing@myvimu.com
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